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Improving the effectiveness and safety of patient care is the ultimate objective for medical cyber-physical systems. Many
medical best practice guidelines exist, but most of the existing guidelines in handbooks are difficult for medical staff to
remember and apply clinically. Furthermore, although the guidelines have gone through clinical validations, validations
by medical professionals alone do not provide guarantees for the safety of medical cyber-physical systems. Hence, formal
verification is also needed. The paper presents the formal semantics for a framework that we developed to support the
development of verifiably safe medical guidelines.
The framework allows computer scientists to work together with medical professionals to transform medical best practice
guidelines into executable statechart models, Yakindu in particular, so that medical functionalities and properties can be quickly
prototyped and validated. Existing formal verification technologies, UPPAAL timed automata in particular, is integrated into
the framework to provide formal verification capabilities to verify safety properties. However, some components used/built
into the framework, such as the open-source Yakindu statecharts as well as the transformation rules from statecharts to timed
automata, do not have built-in semantics. The ambiguity becomes unavoidable unless formal semantics is defined for the
framework, which is what the paper is to present.
1 INTRODUCTION
Medical best practice guidelines are systematically developed statements that intend to assist clinicians in making
decisions about appropriate health care procedures in specific circumstances [23]. They aim to improve the
quality of patient care by encouraging interventions of proven benefit and discouraging the use of ineffective or
potentially harmful interventions [30]. The library of the Guidelines International Network has 6,187 documents
from 76 countries and the National Guideline Clearinghouse in the United States has 2,017 guideline summaries [1].
However, most of these existing guidelines are lengthy and difficult for medical professionals to remember and
apply clinically.
On the other hand, a study shows that the patients’ death rate can be significantly reduced by computerizing
medical best practice guidelines [21]. Developing computerized disease and treatment models from medical
best practice handbooks needs close interactions with medical professionals. In addition, to satisfy the safety
requirements, the derived models also need to be both clinically validated and formally verified. Therefore, how to
develop verifiably safe medical guideline models has been a challenge to both medical professionals and computer
scientists/engineers.
Our previous work [13] proposed and implemented a framework to support the development of verifiably safe
medical guideline models. The framework seamlessly integrates the interfaces with medical professionals for
clinical validations and computer scientists for formal verifications, respectively. Fig. 1 depicts the high level
architecture of the framework. To meet the safety requirements of medical guideline models, medical professionals
must be involved in the development loop to perform clinical validation. The framework models medical best
practice guidelines with statecharts and use statecharts to interact with medical professionals for validating
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safety properties. However, for safety-critical medical guideline models, validation by medical professionals alone
is not adequate for ensuring safety, hence formal verification is required. However, most statecharts, such as
Yakindu [15], do not provide formal verification capability. The framework hence transforms medical guideline
statecharts to timed automata so that safety properties can be formally verified. If a safety property is not satisfied,
the framework also provides the capability to trace the failed paths from timed automata back to statecharts and
assists model developers in debugging and correcting the errors.
Fig. 1. High Level Architecture of Framework
As shown in Fig. 1, the framework must maintain the model equivalence between statecharts and transformed
timed automata to ensure that the formal verification results of timed automata also hold for corresponding
statecharts. To prove the model equivalence, all three components in the framework, i.e., statecharts, timed
automata, and the transformation from statecharts to timed automata, require formal definitions. Behrmann et al.
formally defined the syntax and semantics of UPPAAL timed automata in [4]. However, the formal semantics of
Yakindu statecharts and the transformation in the framework are yet to be defined.
The paper presents the formalism of the framework. In particular, we first define the statecharts execution
semantics, followed with the formal definitions of statecharts to timed automata transformation rules. We then
formally prove that the transformation rules maintain the execution semantic equivalence between statecharts
and transformed timed automata.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formalize the execution semantics of statecharts. Section 3
describes the formalized transformation rules that transform statecharts to timed automata. In Section 4, we
formally prove the execution semantic equivalence between statecharts and transformed timed automata. A case
study of a simplified cardiac arrest treatment scenario is performed in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related work.
We conclude in Section 7.
2 EXECUTION SEMANTICS OF BASIC YAKINDU STATECHARTS
The Yakindu statecharts provide a set of essential elements and a set of complex elements. The essential statechart
elements include states, transitions, guards, actions, and variables. Other complex elements can be implemented by
model patterns that are built upon the essential elements [12]. Hence, we focus on the Yakindu statecharts only
with the essential elements. We call the statecharts with only the essential elements basic Yakindu statechart. We
give the formal definitions in Definition 2.1 and Definition 2.2 and use Example 2.3 to explain the formal definitions.
For readers’ convenience, we list all the notations used in this paper in Table 1. For easy understanding, we apply
the similar approach used in UPPAAL timed automata formalism [4] to formalize the syntax and semantics of
basic Yakindu statecharts.
Definition 2.1 (Basic Yakindu Statechart). A basic Yakindu statechart Y is a tuple (S, s0,T ,G,A,V , Γ,∆in,∆out),
where S , G , A, V , and Γ are a set of states, guards, actions, variables, and transition priorities, respectively; s0 ∈ S
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Table 1. Notation Table
Notation Meaning
a/A action/action set
α execution index
c/C clock/clock set
chan synchronization channel
∆in/∆out state entry/exit action
ϵ event
д/G guard/guard set
γ /Γ transition priority/transition priority set
I clock invariant
ρ statechart priority
s/S state/state set
t/T transition/transition set
tout/T out outgoing transition/outgoing transition set
thp/T hp higher priority transition/higher priority transition set
τ timing trigger
T execution trace
θ /Θ system status/system status set
v/V variable/variable set
ν valuation
U /U timed automata/timed automata set
Uϵ /Uϵ event automata/event automata set
Uτ /Uτ timing trigger automata/timing trigger automata set
Y /Y statechart/statechart set
is the initial state; T ⊆ S × (G ×A × Γ) × S is a set of transitions between states with a guard, an action, and a
priority of corresponding transition; ∆in ⊆ S ×A assigns entry actions to states; and ∆out ⊆ S ×A assigns exit
actions to states. The transition priority γ ∈ Γ is represented by a positive integer, the smaller the value of γ , the
higher the priority of corresponding transition t .
Definition 2.2 (Network of Basic Yakindu Statecharts). A network of basic Yakindu statecharts Y with n basic
Yakindu statecharts is defined as Y = {(Yi , ρi )|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, where Yi = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,Vi , Γi ,∆iin,∆iout) is a basic
Yakindu statechart, and ρi is a positive integer representing the statechart Yi ’s execution priority, the smaller
the value of ρi , the higher the execution priority of Yi . Furthermore, ∀(Yi , ρi ), (Yj , ρ j ) ∈ Y : Vi = Vj , i.e., all
statecharts in Y share the same variable set V .
Example 2.3. We use the Yakindu statechart model shown in Fig. 2 to explain Definition 2.1 and Definition 2.2.
The model contains two statecharts Y1 and Y2. The statechart Y1 has higher execution priority than the statechart
Y2, hence we assign ρ1 and ρ2 to be 1 and 2, respectively. The model declares two variables: an integer variable x
and an event variable eventA, hence the variable set is Vy = {x , eventA}.
The statechart Y1 contains three states: the initial state s10 (depicted as a filled circle in Fig. 2), state s1, and state
s2, hence the state set of statechart Y1 is S1y = {s10, s1, s2}. The states s1 and s2 have an entry action x = 5 and an
exit action x = 2, respectively, hence ∆1in = {(s1,x = 5)} and ∆1out = {(s2,x = 2)}. The statechart Y1 contains
four transitions. We use t1y to denote the transition from the initial state s10 to state s1. According to Yakindu
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Fig. 2. Yakindu Statechart Model
statechart’s documentation [16], the initial state only has a outgoing transition which is guarded by true and
does not have any actions. We assign the transition priority of t1y as γ1 = 1. Hence, the formal representation
of transition t1y is t1y = (s10, true, NULL, 1, s1). Similarly, we formally represent the other three transitions of
statechart Y1 as follows: t2y = (s1, eventA, NULL, 1, s2), t3y = (s2,x > 0,x = 0, 1, s1), and t4y = (s2,x > 1, NULL, 2, s2).
The state s2 has two outgoing transitions t3y and t4y . The transition t3y has higher priority than transition t4y ,
hence we assign the transition priorities as γ3 = 1 and γ4 = 2. The formal representation of statechart Y1 is
Y1 = (S1y, s10,T 1y ,G1y,A1y,Vy, Γ1,∆1in,∆1out), whereT 1y = {t1y, t2y, t3y, t4y},G1y = {true, eventA,x > 0,x > 1}, A1y = {x =
0,x = 5,x = 2}, and Γ1 = {1, 2}.
Similarly, we formally represent the statechart Y2 as Y2 = (S2y, s20,T 2y ,G2y,A2y,Vy, Γ2, ∅, ∅), where S2y = {s20, s3, s4},
T 2y = {t5y, t6y, t7y}, t5y = (s20, true, NULL, 1, s3), t6y = (s3, after 5s, NULL, 1, s4), t7y = (s4, every 10s, NULL, 1, s3), G2y =
{true, after 5s, every 10s},A2y = ∅, and Γ2 = {1}. Therefore, the formal representation of the Yakindu statechart
model shown in Fig. 2 is Y = {(Y1, 1), (Y2, 2)}.
Before formalizing the execution semantics of basic Yakindu statecharts, we give the definitions of valuation
function, system status1, and labeled transition system, which are used to define execution semantics, as follows.
Definition 2.4 (Valuation Function). Given a set of variablesV , we define ν (V ) as a valuation function that maps
the set of variables V to their corresponding values.
Definition 2.5 (System Status). Given a network of basic Yakindu statechartsY = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,
V , Γi ,∆
i
in,∆
i
out) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, the system status θ = (s,ν (V )) denotes the active states of each statechart Yi and
values of all variables in V , where s = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} is the vector of each statechart Yi ’s active state and ν (V )
indicates the values of all variables in V .
Definition 2.6 (Labeled Transition System [11, 19]). A labeled transition system (LTS) is a triple ⟨Θ,θ0, Σ,→⟩,
where Θ is a set of system statuses, θ0 is the initial system status, Σ is a set of labels, and→⊆ Θ × Σ × Θ is a
transition relation.
Given a labeled transition system ⟨Θ,θ0, Σ,→⟩, we write θ σ−→ θ ′ as a short notation for (θ ,σ ,θ ′) ∈→.
The Yakindu statechart executions are implemented by execution cycles. In each execution cycle, every
statechart only executes one step to guarantee synchrony. Additionally, each statechart is assigned a unique
priority and statecharts executions are sequentialized based on the assigned priority. Further more, the Yakindu
statecharts also assign a priority to each transition. Only the transition with the highest priority from all enabled
outgoing transitions of the same state is selected to perform. Hence, the Yakindu statecharts’ execution semantics
is synchronous and deterministic. We define the semantics of a basic Yakindu statechart and a network of basic
Yakindu statecharts as follows.
Definition 2.7 (Semantics of Basic Yakindu Statechart). Let Y = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V , Γ,∆in,∆out) be a basic Yakindu
statechart. The semantics of statechart Y is defined as a labeled transition system ⟨Θ,θ0, {G ∪A ∪ Γ},→⟩, where
1The concept of system status is the same as system state. To avoid confusion with statechart state, we call it system status.
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Θ ⊆ S × ν (V ) is a set of system status, ν (V ) is the valuation function of variables V , θ0 = (s0,ν0(V )) is the initial
system status, ν0(V ) denotes the initial values of all variables in V , and→⊆ Θ × (G ×A × Γ) × Θ is the transition
relation defined by
(s,ν (V )) д,<aout;atran;ain>,γ−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (s ′,ν (V )[< aout;atran;ain >])
if ∃(s,д,atran,γ , s ′) ∈ T : (ν (V ) |= д) ∧ Φ(s, s ′,γ ,ν (V )),
(1)
where s, s ′ ∈ S ; aout, atran, and ain are the actions of exiting state s , the transition t , and entering state s ′,
respectively; the notation < aout;atran;ain > indicates that the three actions aout, atran, and ain are executed
sequentially and atomically; ν (V )[< aout;atran;ain >] means that the variable values are updated by the action
< aout;atran;ain >; ν (V ) |= д denotes that ν (V ) satisfies the guard д; and Φ(s, s ′,γ ,ν (V )) ≡ ∀(s,д′, ∗,γ ′, ∗) ∈ T :
ν (V ) |= д′ ∧ γ ≤ γ ′.
In Definition 2.7, the transition condition Φ(s, s ′,γ ,ν (V )) requires that only the transition with the highest
priority among all enabled outgoing transitions of the same state is triggered. As each transition in Yakindu
statecharts has a unique priority, hence the condition Φ(s, s ′,γ ,ν (V )) guarantees deterministic execution.
Definition 2.8 (Semantics of a Network of Basic Yakindu Statecharts). LetY = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , Γi ,
∆iin,∆
i
out)∧ρi = i∧1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a network of n basic Yakindu statecharts sorted by statechart priority in decreas-
ing order (i.e., the statechart Y1 has the highest priority), and s0 = {s01, s02, . . . , s0n} be the initial state vector. The se-
mantics of the network of statechartsY is defined as a labeled transition system ⟨Θ,θ0, {G∪A∪Γ∪{ρ},→⟩, where
Θ ⊆ (S1×S2×· · ·×Sn)×ν (V ) is a set of system status, ν (V ) is the valuation function of variablesV , θ0 = (s0,ν0(V ))
is the initial system status, ν0(V ) denotes the initial values of all variables inV , and→⊆ Θ× (G ×A× Γ × {ρ}) ×Θ
is the transition relation defined by
(s,ν (V )) ρi−→ (s,ν (V )[Inc(α)])
if ρi == α ∧ ∀(si ,д, ∗, ∗, ∗) ∈ Ti : ν (V ) ̸|= д
(2)
and
(s,ν (V )) д,<aout;atran;ain>,γ ,ρi−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (s[s ′i/si ],ν (V )[< aout;atran;ain; Inc(α) >])
if ρi == α ∧ (∃(si ,д,atran,γ , s ′i ) ∈ Ti : ν (V ) |= д ∧ Φ(si , s ′i ,γ ,ν (V ))),
(3)
where s[s ′i/si ] denotes that the ith element si of vector s is replaced by s ′i , α indicates the index of the statechart
to be executed, ν0(α) = 1, and Inc(α) ≡ (α + 1) mod n.
In Definition 2.8, the transition condition ρi = α in formulas (2)and (3) guarantees the deterministic execution
semantics, i.e., only the statechart whose pre-assigned priority is the same with the statechart execution index α
is executed. The valuation update function Inc(α) guarantees the synchronous execution semantics, i.e., every
statechart only executes one step in each Yakindu execution cycle. Hence, the two formulas ρi = α and Inc(α)
together guarantees that each statechart only executes one step sequentially based on the assigned priority, i.e.,
deterministic and synchronous execution. The formula (2) denotes that there is no transition enabled in the
statechart Yi , hence the only action is to update the statechart execution index α by Inc(α) to ensure synchronous
execution. The formula (3) represents the transition triggered by guard satisfaction in statechart Yi .
3 TRANSFORMATIONS FROM STATECHARTS TO TIMED AUTOMATA
Our previous work [13] presented a set of transformation rules from statecharts to timed automata. In this section,
we formalize the transformation rules. In particular, we first introduce the syntax and execution semantics of
UPPAAL timed automata. Then, based on the formal representations of Yakindu statecharts and UPPAAL timed
automata, we give the formal definitions of these transformation rules.
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3.1 Introduction of UPPAAL Timed Automata
UPPAAL is a verification toolbox based on the timed automata theory [2]. For self-containment, we briefly
introduce the syntax and semantics of UPPAAL timed automata given in [4]. For consistence, we use the same
notations, which are used in basic Yakindu statechart definitions in Section 2, to represent the equivalent elements
in UPPAAL timed automata.
Definition 3.1 (Timed Automaton [4]). A timed automatonU is a tuple (S, s0,T ,G,A,V ,C, I ), where S is a set of
locations, s0 ∈ S is the initial location, A is a set of actions,G is a set of guards, V is a set of variables,C is a set of
clocks, T ⊆ S × (G ×A ×C) × S is a set of edges between locations with a guard, an action, and a set of clocks to
be reset, and I ⊆ S ×C assigns clock invariants to locations.
Definition 3.2 (Network of Timed Automata [4]). A network of timed automataU with n timed automata is
defined asU = {Ui |1 ≤ i ≤ n}, where Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,Vi ,Ci , Ii ) and ∀Ui ,Uj ∈ U : Vi = Vj ∧Ci = Cj (i.e.,
all timed automata inU share the same variable set V and the same clock set C).
The concepts of valuation function, system status, and labeled transition system, i.e., Definitions 2.4-2.6, are also
used to define the semantics of UPPAAL timed automata.
Definition 3.3 (Semantics of Timed Automaton [4]). LetU = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V ,C, I ) be a timed automaton. The
semantics is defined as a labeled transition system ⟨Θ,θ0, {R≥0 ∪A ∪G ∪C},→⟩, where Θ ⊆ S × (ν (V ) × ν (C))
is a set of system status, θ0 = (s0, {ν0(V ) ∪ ν0(C)}) is the initial system status, ν0(V ) and ν0(C) denote the initial
values of all variables in V and all clocks in C , respectively, and→⊆ Θ × (R≥0 ×A ×G ×C) × Θ is the transition
relation defined by
(s,ν (C)) d−→ (s,ν (C) + d)
if ∀d ′ : 0 ≤ d ′ ≤ d =⇒ ν (C) + d ′ |= I (s)
(4)
and
(s,ν (V )) д,a,c−−−→ (s ′,ν (V )[a])
if ∃(s,д,a, c, s ′) ∈ T : ν (V ) |= д∧
ν (C)[a] = ν (C)[c := 0] ∧ ν (C)[a] |= I (s),
(5)
where d is non-negative real number, c := 0 denotes reset the clock c to be 0, ν (C) is a clock valuation function
from the set of clocks to the non-negative real numbers, ν (C) |= I (s) indicates ν (C) satisfies invariant I (s), and
ν (V ) |= д means ν (V ) satisfies guard д.
In Definition 3.3, the transitions represented by formula (4) and formula (5) denotes time-passing and location
transitions, respectively.
Definition 3.4 (Semantics of a Network of Timed Automata [4]). LetU = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,Vi ,Ci , Ii ) ∧
1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a network of n timed automata, and let s0 = {s01, s02, . . . , s0n} be the initial location vector.
The semantics of the network is defined as a labeled transition system ⟨Θ,θ0, {R≥0 ∪ A ∪G ∪C},→⟩, where
Θ = (S1 × S2 × · · · × Sn) × (ν (V ) × ν (C)) is a set of system status, θ0 = (s0, {ν0(V ) ∪ ν0(C)}) is the initial
system status, ν0(V ) and ν0(C) denote the initial values of all variables in V and all clocks in C , respectively, and
→⊆ Θ × (R≥0 ×A ×G ×C) × Θ is the transition relation defined by:
(s,ν (C)) d−→ (s,ν (C) + d)
if ∀d ′ : 0 ≤ d ′ ≤ d =⇒ ν (C) + d ′ |= I (s),
(6)
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(s,ν (V )) д,a,c−−−→ (s[s ′i/si ],ν (V )[a])
if ∃(si ,д,a, c, s ′i ) ∈ Ti : ν (V ) |= д∧
ν (C)[a] = ν (C)[c := 0] ∧ ν (C)[a] |= I (s),
(7)
and
(s,ν (V )) д,a,chan,c−−−−−−−−→ (s[s ′i/si , s
′
j/sj ],ν (V )[ai ;aj ])
if ∃(si ,дi ,ai , chan?, ci , s ′i ) ∈ Ti ∧ (sj ,дj ,aj , chan!, c j , s ′j ) ∈ Tj :
ν (V ) |= (дi ∧ дj ) ∧ ν (C)[ai ;aj ] = ν (C)[ci := 0; c j := 0] ∧ ν (C)[ai ;aj ] |= I (s),
(8)
where d is non-negative real number, c := 0 denotes reset the clock c to be 0, ν (C) is a clock valuation function
from the set of clocks to the non-negative real numbers, and s[s ′i/si ] denotes that the ith element si of vector s is
replaced by s ′i .
In Definition 3.4, the transitions represented by formula (6), formular (7), and formula (8) denote time-passing,
transitions triggered by local guard satisfactions, and transitions triggered by synchronizations, respectively.
3.2 Transformation Rules
Yakindu statecharts and UPPAAL timed automata have two major differences: (1) syntactic difference: they have
different syntactic element sets, for instance, events and timing triggers are elements in Yakindu statecharts
and they do not have corresponding elements in UPPAAL automata; and (2) execution semantics difference:
Yakindu model has deterministic and synchronous execution semantics while the execution of UPPAAL model is
non-deterministic and asynchronous.
As mentioned in Section 2, Yakindu statecharts contain essential elements and complex elements (also called
syntactic sugars). The essential elements include states, transitions, guards, actions, and variables. For elements
that have equivalent elements in UPPAAL timed automata, i.e., state, transition, and variable elements, they are
transformed by one-to-one syntactic mappings presented in Rule 1. We transform the action and guard elements
through Rule 2 and Rules 3-5, respectively. Note that the event and timing trigger elements are implemented as
guards in Yakindu statecharts.
For complex elements, such as composite states and choice, we have implemented model patterns to represent
them with essential elements [12]. By applying the model patterns [12], Yakindu statechart models with complex
elements can be transformed to UPPAAL timed automata with essential element transform rules, i.e., Rules 1-5.
To address the execution semantics difference, we enforce the deterministic and synchronous execution
semantics in transformed UPPAAL timed automata through Rule 6 and Rule 7. The formal definitions of every
transformation rules are presented below. We use the Yakindu statechart model shown in Fig. 2 as an example to
illustrate each transformation rule. Note that the transformation rules are expected to be applied in sequence.
Before given the transformation rules, we introduce notations := to denote the assignment and A(B) to denote
the B element of A.
3.2.1 Initialization.
Rule 1: Initialization. Both Yakindu statecharts and UPPAAL timed automata have state elements (called
location in UPPAAL timed automata), transition elements (called edge in UPPAAL timed automata), and variables.
We initialize a network of UPPAAL timed automata by one-to-one mapping states, transitions, and variables in
the given Yakindu statecharts to locations, edges, and variables, respectively. The formalism of the initialization
rule is defined in Rule 1. We use Example 3.5 to explain the initialization rule.
Rule 1 (Initialization Rule). Given a network of basic Yakindu statechartsY = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,
V , Γi ,∆
i
in,∆
i
out) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, for each basic Yakindu statechart Yi ∈ Y, create a UPPAAL timed automaton
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Ui = (Yi (Si ),Yi (s0i ),Yi (Ti ), ∅, ∅,V , ∅, ∅) and denote U(1) = {Ui |1 ≤ i ≤ n} as the network of UPPAAL timed
automata after initialization.
Example 3.5. We initialize a UPPAAL timed automata modelU(1) for the statechart model shown in Fig. 2, i.e.,
Y = {(Y1, 1), (Y2, 2)} specified in Example 2.3. Fig. 3 depicts the initialized timed automata model. In UPPAAL
GUI, the initial location is depicted by a double circle.
Fig. 3. Timed Automata Model after Initialization
According to Rule 1, for statechart Y1, we create a timed automaton U1 = (S1u, s10,T 1u , ∅, ∅,Vu, ∅, ∅) by one-
to-one mapping states, transitions, and variables of Y1, i.e., S1u = S1y = {s10, s1, s2}, T 1u = {t1u, t2u, t3u, t4u}, t1u =
(s10, NULL, NULL, NULL, s1), t2u = (s1, NULL, NULL, NULL, s2), t3u = (s2, NULL, NULL, NULL, s1), t4u = (s2, NULL, NULL, NULL,
s2), and Vu = Vy = {x , eventA}.
Similarly, we create a timed automatonU2 = (S2u, s02,T 2u , ∅, ∅,Vu, ∅, ∅) for statechart Y2, where S2u = {s20, s3, s4},
T 2u = {t5u, t6u, t7u}, t5u = (s20, NULL, NULL, NULL, s3), t6u = (s3, NULL, NULL, NULL, s4), and t7u = (s4, NULL, NULL, NULL, s3).
Hence, the timed automata model after initialization isU(1) = {U1,U2}.
3.2.2 Essential Elements Transformation.
Rule 2: Action Transformation. Yakindu statecharts support both guard actions and state actions, while
UPPAAL timed automata only support guard actions. Yakindu statecharts have two types of state actions, entry
action and exit action, which are carried out on entering or exiting a state, respectively. The entry and exit
actions of a state are transformed into actions of all incoming and outgoing transitions of the state, respectively.
The formalism of the action transformation rule is defined in Rule 2. We use Example 3.6 to explain the action
transformation rule.
Rule 2 (Action Transformation Rule). Given a network of basic Yakindu statecharts Y = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi =
(Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , Γi ,∆iin,∆iout) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and the network of UPPAAL timed automata U(1) = {Ui |Ui =
(Si , s0i ,Ti , ∅, ∅,V , ∅, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} after initialization, let ty denote a transition in statechart Yi and tu be ty’s
corresponding edge in the time automata Ui , let sinty and s
out
ty denote the source state and the destination state of
transition ty, respectively, and s(ain) and s(aout) denote the entry actions and exit actions of state s in statechart Yi ,
respectively, and let < a1;a2 > denote that the two actions a1 and a2 are executed sequentially and atomically, we set
each edge tu’s action in UPPAAL timed automata Ui with an atomic action that consists of exit actions of ty’s source
state sinty (aout), transition ty’s action ty(a), and entry actions of ty’s destination state soutty (ain) in sequence, i.e.,
∀Yi ∈ Y : ∀ty ∈ Yi (Ti ) : tu(a) :=< sinty (aout); ty(a); soutty (ain) >
We useU(2) = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti , ∅, {tu(a)|tu ∈ Ti },V , ∅, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} to denote the network of UPPAAL timed
automata after the action transformation.
Example 3.6. We transform actions in the statechart model Y specified in Example 2.3 and update the timed
automatamodelU(1) initialized in Example 3.5. Fig. 4 depicts the timed automatamodel after action transformation.
We take the transition t3y = (s2,x > 0,x = 0, 1, s1) of statechart Y1 as an example to illustrate the action
transformation rule. The action on transition t3y is x = 0, i.e., t3y(a) ≡ x = 0. The exit action of transition t3y ’s
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Fig. 4. Timed Automata Model after Action Transformation
source state s2 is x = 2, i.e., sint 3y (aout) ≡ x = 2. The entry action of transition t
3
y ’s destination state s1 is x = 5, i.e.,
sout
t 3y
(ain) ≡ x = 5. According to Rule 2, the action of transition t3u in timed automatonU1 is < x = 2;x = 0;x = 5 >,
i.e., t3u = (s2, NULL, < x = 2;x = 0;x = 5 >, NULL, s1), which is marked by a red rectangle in Fig. 4.
Similarly, we update transitions t1u and t4u as t1u = (s10, NULL,x = 5, NULL, s1) and t4u = (s2, NULL,x = 2, NULL, s2).
The action set of timed automaton U1 is updated to be A1u = {< x = 2;x = 0;x = 5 >,x = 5,x = 2}. All
other elements of timed automaton U1 are not changed. As the statechart Y2 does not contain actions, the timed
automatonU2 is the same with Example 3.5.
Hence, the timed automatamodel after action transformation isU(2) = {U1,U2}, whereU1 = (S1u, s01,T 1u , ∅,A1u,Vu,
∅, ∅) andU2 = (S2u, s02,T 2u , ∅, ∅,Vu, ∅, ∅).
Rule 3: Guard Transformation. The guard of a transition in Yakindu statecharts is mapped to the corre-
sponding edge in UPPAAL timed automata. If a transition guard contains events or timing triggers, we transform
them with Rule 4 and Rule 5 given below, respectively. The formalism of the guard transformation rule is defined
in Rule 3. We use Example 3.7 to explain the guard transformation rule.
Rule 3 (Guard Transformation Rule). Given a network of basic Yakindu statecharts Y = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi =
(Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , Γi ,∆iin,∆iout) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and the network of UPPAAL timed automata U(2) = {Ui |Ui =
(Si , s0i ,Ti , ∅,Ai ,V , ∅, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} after action transformation, let ty denote a transition in statechart Yi and tu
be ty’s corresponding edge in timed automataUi , we set each edge tu’s guard in UPPAAL timed automataUi with
corresponding transition ty’s guard in Yakindu statechart Yi , i.e.,
∀Yi ∈ Y : ∀ty ∈ Yi (Ti ) : tu(д) := ty(д).
We useU(3) = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti , {tu(д)|tu ∈ Ti },Ai ,V , ∅, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} to denote the network of UPPAAL timed
automata after guard transformation.
Example 3.7. We transform guards in the statechart modelY specified in Example 2.3 and update the timed au-
tomatamodelU(2) transformed in Example 3.6. Fig. 5 depicts the timed automatamodel after guard transformation.
Fig. 5. Timed Automata Model after Guard Transformation
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We take the transition t1y = (s10, true, NULL, 1, s1) as an example to illustrate the guard transformation rule.
According to Rule 3, the guard of transition t1y ’s corresponding edge t1u is set to be t1y ’s guard true, i.e., t1u =
(s10, true,x = 5, NULL, s1), which is marked by a red rectangle in Fig. 5.
Similarly, we update other six transitions by transforming guards as follows: t2u = (s1, eventA, NULL, NULL, s2),
t3u = (s2,x > 0, < x = 2;x = 0;x = 5 >, NULL, s1), t4u = (s2,x > 1,x = 2, NULL, s2), t5u = (s20, true, NULL, NULL, s3),
t6u = (s3, after 5s, NULL, NULL, s4), and t7u = (s4, every 10s, NULL, NULL, s3). The guard sets of timed automataU1
and U2 are G1u = {true, eventA,x > 0,x > 1} and G2u = {true, after 5s, every 10s}, respectively. All other
elements of timed automataU1 andU2 are the same with Example 3.6.
Hence, the timed automatamodel after guard transformation isU(3) = {U1,U2}, whereU1 = (S1u, s01,T 1u ,G1u,A1u,Vu,
∅, ∅) andU2 = (S2u, s02,T 2u ,G2u, ∅,Vu, ∅, ∅).
Rule 4: Event Transformation. In UPPAAL timed automata, we simulate the event occurrence by an
auxiliary event automaton. The event automaton contains only one location and has a self-loop edge which
is synchronized with the transformed timed automata’s edges that are triggered by the corresponding event.
The synchronization between the transformed timed automata and the event automaton is through a channel
declared for the corresponding event. The formalism of the event transformation is defined in Rule 4. We use
Example 3.8 to explain the event transformation rule.
Rule 4 (Event Transformation Rule). Given a network of basic Yakindu statecharts Y = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi =
(Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , Γi ,∆iin,∆iout) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and the network of UPPAAL timed automata U(3) = {Ui |Ui =
(Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , ∅, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} after guard transformation, let Vϵ ⊆ Yi (V ) denote the event variable set of
the network of basic Yakindu statecharts Y. For each event variable ϵ , we change the variable to be channel type,
i.e., chan ϵ , and create an event automatonUϵ = ({s0}, s0, {(s0, ϵ!, NULL, NULL, s0)}, {ϵ!}, ∅,V , ∅, ∅). In addition, for
every guard inU(3), we substitute ϵ with ϵ?, i.e.,
∀Ui ∈ U(3) : ∀д ∈ Ui (Gi ) : ∀ϵ ∈ Vϵ : д[ϵ?/ϵ].
We useU(4) = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi [ϵ?/ϵ],Ai ,V , ∅, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ Uϵ to denote the network of UPPAAL timed
automata after event transformation, whereUϵ = {Uϵ |ϵ ∈ Vϵ } andGi [ϵ?/ϵ] denotes that each event variable ϵ of
every guard in Gi is replaced by ϵ?.
Example 3.8. We transform events in the statechart model Y specified in Example 2.3 and update the timed au-
tomata modelU(3) transformed in Example 3.7. Fig. 6 depicts the timed automata model after event transformation.
Fig. 6. Timed Automata Model after Event Transformation
The statechart model Y only contains one event variable eventA. According to Rule 4, we first change the
variable eventA to be channel type, i.e., re-declare the variable by chan eventA. Then, we create an auxiliary
event automaton Uϵ with one location and a self-loop edge to simulate the occurrence of eventA, as shown
in Fig. 7. The formal representation of the event automaton is Uϵ = (Sϵ , sϵ0 ,Tϵ ,Gϵ , ∅,Vu, ∅, ∅), where Sϵ = {sϵ0 },
Tϵ = {(sϵ0 , eventA!, NULL, NULL, sϵ0 )}, Gϵ = {eventA!}, and Vu = {x , eventA}.
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Fig. 7. Event Automaton
In the timed automata model U(3), only the transition t2u = (s1, eventA, NULL, NULL, s2) of timed automaton
U1 is triggered by eventA. According to Rule 4, we update the guard of transition t2u to be eventA?, i.e., t2u =
(s1, eventA?, NULL, NULL, s2), which is marked by a red rectangle in Fig. 6. The guard set of timed automatonU1 is
updated as G1u = {true, eventA?,x > 0,x > 1}. Other elements of U1 and all elements of U2 are the same with
Example 3.7.
Hence, the timed automata model after event transformation isU(4) = {U1,U2,Uϵ }.
Rule 5: Timing Trigger Transformation. Yakindu statecharts have two types of timing triggers: every
timing trigger and after timing trigger. Similar to the event transformation rule, we simulate the timing trigger’s
behavior by an auxiliary timing trigger automaton. The transformed timed automata and the timing trigger
automaton are synchronized through a channel declared for the corresponding timing trigger. The formalism
of the timing trigger transformation is defined in Rule 5. We use Example 3.9 to explain the timing trigger
transformation rule.
Rule 5 (Timing Trigger Transformation Rule). Given a network of basic Yakindu statechartsY = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi
= (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , Γi ,∆iin,∆iout) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and the network of UPPAAL timed automata U(4) = {Ui |Ui =
(Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , ∅, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ Uϵ after the event transformation, let τ be a timing trigger.
• For each timing trigger τ in the format of every τ ∈ {Yi (Gi )|Yi ∈ Y},
– declare a clock variable clock cτ = 0 and a channel variable chan vτ ; and
– create an every timing trigger automatonU everyτ = ({s0}, s0, {(s0,vτ ! && cτ == τ , cτ = 0, cτ , s0)}, {vτ ! && cτ
== τ }, {cτ = 0},V ∪ {vτ }, {cτ }, {(s0, cτ ≤ τ )}).
• For each timing trigger τ in the format of after τ ∈ {Yi (Gi )|Yi ∈ Y},
– declare a clock variable clock cτ = 0 and a channel variable chan vτ ; and
– create an after timing trigger automatonU afterτ = ({s0, s1}, s0, {(s0,vτ ! && cτ == τ , cτ = 0, cτ , s1)}, {vτ ! &&
cτ == τ }, {cτ = 0},V ∪ {vτ }, {cτ }, {(s0, cτ ≤ τ )}).
• For every guard inU(4), we substitute timing triggers every τ and after τ with corresponding vτ ?, i.e.,
∀Ui ∈ U(4) : ∀д ∈ Ui (Gi ) : д[vτ ?/every τ ][vτ ?/after τ ].
We use U(5) = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi [vτ ?/every τ ][vτ ?/after τ ],Ai ,V ∪ {vτ |τ ∈ Yi (Gi ) ∧ Yi ∈ Y}}, {cτ |τ ∈
Yi (Gi ) ∧Yi ∈ Y}, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪Uϵ ∪Uτ to denote the network of UPPAAL timed automata after timing trigger
transformation, whereUτ = {Uτ |τ ∈ U(4)(G)}.
Example 3.9. We transform timing triggers in the statechart model Y specified in Example 2.3 and update the
timed automata modelU(4) transformed in Example 3.8. Fig. 8 depicts the timed automata model after timing
trigger transformation.
The statechart model Y contains two timing triggers every 10s and after 5s. We take the timing trigger
every 10s as an example to illustrate Rule 5. We first declare a clock variable clock c1 = 0 and a channel variable
chan every10s for the timing trigger. Then, we add the clock variable c1 and the channel variable every10s
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Fig. 8. Timed Automata Model after Timing Trigger Transformation
into the clock set C and the variable set Vu of timed automata model U(4), respectively, i.e., C = {c1} and
Vu = {x , eventA, every10s}. Lastly, we create an every timing trigger automatonU everyτ to simulate the behavior
of timing trigger every 10s, as shown in Fig. 9(a). The timing trigger automatonU everyτ contains only one location
severy0 with invariant c1 ≤ 10 to guarantee that the timing trigger automaton is not allowed to stay in the state
severy0 for more than 10 seconds. The automatonU
every
τ also has a self-loop edge which is guarded by c1 == 10,
resets the clock c1 = 0, and synchronizes with timed automata inU(4) through the output channel every10s!. The
formal representation of the timing trigger automaton isU everyτ = ({severy0 }, severy0 , {(severy0 , every10s! && c1 ==
10, c1 = 0, {c1}, severy0 )}, {every10s! && c1 == 10}, c1 = 0,Vu,C, {(severy0 , c1 ≤ 10)}).
(a) Every Timing Trigger (b) After Timing Trigger
Fig. 9. Timing Trigger Automaton
Similarly, we transform the timing trigger after 5s. We declare a clock variable clock c2 = 0 and a channel
variable chan after5s and add them into the clock set C and the variable set Vu, respectively, i.e., C = {c1, c2}
and Vu = {x , eventA, every10s, after5s}. Instead of the self-loop edge in automaton U everyτ , the after timing
trigger automaton U afterτ transits the initial state safter0 to another state s5, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The formal
representation of the after timing trigger automaton isU afterτ = ({safter0 , s5}, safter0 , {(safter0 , after5s! && c2 ==
5, c2 = 0, c2, s5)}, {after5s! && c2 == 5}, {c2 = 0},Vu,C, {(safter0 , c2 ≤ 5)}).
In the timed automata modelU(4), the transitions t6u = (s3, after 5s, NULL, NULL, s4) and t7u = (s4, every 10s,
NULL, NULL, s3) are triggered by the after and every timing triggers, respectively. According to Rule 5, we update the
guards of transitions t6u and t7u to be after5s? and every10s?, respectively, i.e., t6u = (s3, after5s?, NULL, NULL, s4)
and t7u = (s4, every10s?, NULL, NULL, s3), which are marked by red rectangles in Fig. 8. The guard set of timed
automatonU2 is updated asG2u = {true, after5s?, every10s?}. Other elements ofU2 and all elements ofU1 are
the same with Example 3.8.
Hence, the timed automata model after event transformation isU(5) = {U1,U2,Uϵ ,U everyτ ,U afterτ }.
3.2.3 Model Determinism and Synchrony in UPPAAL.
As mentioned in Section 2, Yakindu statecharts have deterministic and synchronous execution semantics [16],
while UPPAAL timed automata’s execution semantics is non-deterministic and asynchronous [4]. To maintain
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the semantics equivalence between the Yakindu statecharts and the transformed UPPAAL timed automata, we
need to model determinism and synchrony in UPPAAL.
To implement the determinism within a statechart, Yakindu assigns an unique priority to each transition and
select the transition with the highest priority from all enabled outgoing transitions of the same state to execute.
We enforce the transition priorities in UPPAAL by Rule 6 given below.
Rule 6: Transition Priority. Assume a state has n outgoing transitions {t1, t2, . . . , tn} sorted in decreasing
priority order (i.e., the transition t1 has the highest priority) and the guard of transition ti is denoted as дi . To
consider transition priorities, we change the transition guard of ti to be дi && !д1 && !д2 && . . . && !дi−1
to enforce that higher priority transitions take place before lower priority transitions. The formalism of the
transition priority transformation is defined in Rule 6. We use Example 3.10 to explain the transition priority
transformation rule.
Rule 6 (Transition Priority Rule). Given a network of basic Yakindu statecharts Y = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi =
(Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , Γi ,∆iin,∆iout) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and the network of UPPAAL timed automata U(5) = {Ui |Ui =
(Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V ,C, ∅)∧1 ≤ i ≤ n}∪Uϵ∪Uτ after timing trigger transformation, let ty denote a transition in state-
chartYi and tu be ty’s corresponding edge in time automataUi , letT outy (s) = {touty |touty ∈ Yi (Ti )∧touty = (s, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)}
denote the outgoing transitions of state s in statechart Yi , and let T
hp
y (s, ty) = {touty |touty ∈ T outy (s) ∧ ty(γ ) > touty (γ )}
denote the outgoing transitions of state s with higher priorities than transition ty, for each edge tu in the network
of UPPAAL timed automataU(5), we modify the guard of tu by adding conjunctions of guard negation of higher
priority outgoing transitions from ty’s source state, i.e.,
∀Yi ∈ Y : ∀s ∈ Yi (Si ) : ∀ty ∈ T outy (s) : tu(д) := tu(д)
k∧
j=1
¬t ju(д)
where t ju is the corresponding edge of transition t
hp
y ∈ T hpy (s, ty) and k = |T hpy (s, ty)|. We use U(6) = {Ui |Ui =
(Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V ,C, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪Uϵ ∪Uτ to denote the network of UPPAAL timed automata after transition
priority transformation.
Example 3.10. We transform transition priorities in the statechart modelY specified in Example 2.3 and update
the timed automata model U(5) transformed in Example 3.9. Fig. 10 depicts the timed automata model after
timing trigger transformation.
Fig. 10. Timed Automata Model after Transition Priority Transformation
In the statechart model Y, only the transition t4y = (s2,x > 1, NULL, 2, s2) has a higher priority transition
t3y = (s2,x > 0,x = 0, 1, s1). According to Rule 6, we update the guard of transition t4u to be t4u(д) ∧ ¬t3u(д), i.e.,
t4u = (s2,x > 1 && !x > 0,x = 2, NULL, s2), which is marked by a red rectangle in Fig. 10. The guard set of timed
automatonU1 is updated asG1u = {true, eventA?,x > 0,x > 1 && !x > 0}. Other elements ofU1 and all elements
ofU2 are the same with Example 3.9.
Hence, the timed automata model after transition priority transformation isU(6) = {U1,U2,Uϵ ,U everyτ ,U afterτ }.
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Yakindu statecharts implement the determinism among different statecharts by statechart priority and syn-
chronous execution. According to the decreasing statechart priority, each statechart only executes one step in
each execution cycle if the transition is enabled, otherwise the statechart stays in the current state. In UPPAAL
timed automata, we use the lockstep method [27], shown in Rule 7, to force synchronous execution based on
statechart priorities. We ignore the added event automata (Rule 4) and timing trigger automata (Rule 5) when
modeling synchrony in UPPAAL as the added automata does not affect the model’s execution behavior.
Rule 7: Statechart Priority and Synchrony. Suppose a Yakindumodel containsn basic statecharts {(Yi , ρi )|ρi
= i ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} that are sorted by statechart priority in decreasing order, i.e., the statechart Y1 has the highest
priority. The corresponding transformed n time automata are denoted as {Ui |1 ≤ i ≤ n}. The lockstep method [27]
to model synchrony is as follows. We declare a variable α with initial value 1 to indicate the execution index of
the transformed timed automata model. For each edge in timed automataUi , we add a conjunction α == ρi to its
guard to enforce that only the automaton whose corresponding statechart’s execution priority is the same with
the execution index α is executed. We also add the execution index update action Inc(α) ≡ (α + 1) mod n to
every action in the transformed timed automata model to enforce that every automaton only executes one step
in each execution cycle.
If none of outgoing edges is enabled, the automaton stays in current state, which is equivalent to that the
automaton executes a self-loop step without any actions. To avoid deadlock, for each location, we add a self-loop
edge which is guarded by the negation of all outgoing edge guards of the location and does not have any actions.
If a location does not have outgoing edges, the added self-loop edge is guarded by true. The added self-loop edge
has the lowest priority among all outgoing edges of the corresponding location. We also apply the above lockstep
procedure to these added self-loop edges. The formalism of the statechart priority and synchrony transformation
is defined in Rule 7. We use Example 3.11 to explain the statechart priority and synchrony transformation rule.
Rule 7 (Statechart Priority and Synchrony Rule). Given a network of basic Yakindu statecharts Y =
{(Yi , ρi )|Yi = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , Γi ,∆iin,∆iout) ∧ ρi = i ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and the network of UPPAAL timed automata
U(6) = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V ,C, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ Uϵ ∪ Uτ after transition priority transformation, let
T out(s) = {tout |tout ∈ Ui (Ti ) ∧ tout = (s, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)} denote the outgoing edges of location s in timed automataUi , let
< a1;a2 > denote that the two actions a1 and a2 are executed sequentially and atomically, we
• declare an integer int α = 1 to indicate the index of the automaton to be executed;
• define an action Inc(α) ≡ (α + 1) mod n to update the automaton execution index α ;
• for each location in the network of UPPAAL timed automataU(6), add a self-loop edge which is guarded by the
negation of all outgoing edge guards of the corresponding location and does not have any actions, i.e., ∀Ui ∈
U(6) : ∀s ∈ Ui (Si ) : Ui (Ti ) := Ui (Ti )∪t = (s,д, NULL, NULL, s), where ∀tout ∈ T out(s) : д := true∧¬tout(д);
• add a conjunction α == ρi to every edge’s guard in the network of UPPAAL timed automata U(6), i.e.,
∀Ui ∈ U(6) : ∀t ∈ Ui (Ti ) : t(д) := t(д) && (α == ρi ); and
• add the automaton execution index update action Inc(α) to every edge’s action in the network of UPPAAL
timed automataU(6), i.e., ∀Ui ∈ U(6) : ∀t ∈ Ui (Ti ) : t(a) :=< t(a); Inc(α) >.
We useU(7) = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V ,C, ∅) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪Uϵ ∪Uτ to denote the network of UPPAAL timed
automata after statechart priority and synchrony transformation.
Example 3.11. We transform statechart priority and model synchrony in the statechart model Y specified in
Example 2.3 and update the timed automata modelU(6) transformed in Example 3.10. Fig. 11 depicts the timed
automata model after statechart priority and synchrony transformation.
According to Rule 7, we declare an integer int alpha = 1 to indicate the automaton execution index
and define an action Inc(alpha) to update appha. To avoid deadlock, we add a self-loop edge for each lo-
cation. We take the added self-loop edge t8u for location s10 , which is marked by a red rectangle in Fig. 11,
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Fig. 11. Timed Automata Model after Statechart Priority and Synchrony Transformation
as an example to illustrate the rule. Before adding edge t8u , the location s10 only has one outgoing edge t1u =
(s10, true,x = 5, NULL, s1). We set the guard of t8u to be ¬t1u(д), i.e., t8u = (s10, !true, NULL, NULL, s10). Similarly, we
add self-loop edges t9u = (s1, !eventA?, NULL, NULL, s1), t10u = (s2, !x > 0 && !(x > 1 && !x > 0), NULL, NULL, s2),
t11u = (s20, !true, NULL, NULL, s20), t12u = (s3, !after5s?, NULL, NULL, s3), and t13u = (s4, !every10s?, NULL, NULL, s4)
for locations s1, s2, s20 , s3, and s4, respectively. The edge sets of timed automata U1 and U2 are updated as
T 1u = {t1u, t2u, t3u, t4u, t8u, t9u, t10u } andT 2u = {t5u, t6u, t7u, t11u , t12u , t13u }, respectively. The guard sets of timed automataU1 and
U2 are updated as G1u = {true, eventA?,x > 0,x > 1 && !x > 0, !true, !eventA?, !x > 0 && !(x > 1 && !x > 0)}
and G2u = {true, after5s?, every10s?, !true, !after5s?, !every10s?}, respectively.
To model synchrony by applying the lockstep method, we add a conjunction alpha == ρi and the action
Inc(alpha) to every edge’s guard and action in timed automata modelU(6), respectively. We take the edge t1u =
(s10, true,x = 5, NULL, s1), which is marked by a blue rectangle in Fig. 11, as an example to illustrate the rule. The
edge t1u ’s corresponding transition in the given Yakindu model is transition t1y of statechart Y1. According to Rule 7,
we update the guard and action of edge t1u to be t1u(д) && alpha == ρ1 and < t1u(a); Inc(alpha) >, respectively,
i.e., t1u = (s10, true && alpha == 1, < x = 5; Inc(alpha) >, NULL, s1). Similarly, we update the other twelve edges
in timed automata model U1 and U2 as follows: t2u = (s1, eventA? && alpha == 1, NULL, NULL, s2), t3u = (s2,x >
0 && alpha == 1, < x = 2;x = 0;x = 5; Inc(alpha) >, NULL, s1), t4u = (s2,x > 1 && !x > 0 && alpha == 1, < x =
2; Inc(alpha) >, NULL, s2), t5u = (s20, true&& alpha == 2, Inc(alpha), NULL, s3), t6u = (s3, after5s? && alpha ==
2, Inc(alpha), NULL, s4), t7u = (s4, every10s? && alpha == 2, Inc(alpha), NULL, s3), t8u = (s10, !true&& alpha ==
1, Inc(alpha), NULL, s10), t9u = (s1, !eventA? && alpha == 1, Inc(alpha), NULL, s1), t10u = (s2, !x > 0 && !(x >
1 && !x > 0) && alpha == 1, Inc(alpha), NULL, s2), t11u = (s20, !true && alpha == 2, Inc(alpha), NULL, s20), t12u =
(s3, !after5s?&& alpha == 2, Inc(alpha), NULL, s3), and t13u = (s4, !every10s?&& alpha == 2, Inc(alpha), NULL,
s4). The guard sets of timed automataU1 andU2 are updated asG1u = {true&& alpha == 1, eventA?&& alpha ==
1,x > 0,x > 1 && !x > 0 && alpha == 1, !true && alpha == 1, !eventA? && alpha == 1, !x >
0 && !(x > 1 && !x > 0) && alpha == 1} and G2u = {true && alpha == 2, after5s? && alpha ==
2, every10s? && alpha == 2, !true && alpha == 2, !after5s? && alpha == 2, !every10s? && alpha == 2},
respectively. The action sets of timed automata U1 and U2 are updated as A1u = {< x = 2;x = 0;x =
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5; Inc(alpha) >, < x = 5; Inc(alpha) >, < x = 2; Inc(alpha) >, Inc(alpha)} and A2u = {Inc(alpha)}. Other
elements of timed automataU1 andU2 are the same with Example 3.10.
Hence, the timed automata model after statechart priority and synchrony transformation isU(7) = {U1,U2,Uϵ ,
U everyτ ,U
after
τ }.
4 EXECUTION SEMANTIC EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN STATECHARTS AND TRANSFORMED
TIMED AUTOMATA
In this section, we prove that the defined transformation rules in Section 3.2 maintain execution semantics
equivalences between statecharts and transformed timed automata. To do so, we first give the model execution
semantics equivalence definitions. Based on the definition, we then formally prove that the transformation rules
maintain the execution semantics equivalence.
4.1 Definition of Execution Semantics Equivalence
The execution semantics equivalence means that two models have the same execution behaviors under the same
environment. The formal definitions of execution trace, execution trace equivalence, and model equivalence are
given below.
Definition 4.1 (Execution Trace). Given a network of basic Yakindu statechartsY = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,
V , Γi ,∆
i
in,∆
i
out) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} (or a network of UPPAAL timed automataU = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V ,C, Ii ) ∧
1 ≤ i ≤ n}), the execution trace T is defined as a sequence of consecutive system statuses θ0 → θ1 → · · · →
θ j → . . . , where θ = (s,ν (V )) denotes the system status.
Definition 4.2 (Execution Trace Equivalence). Given two execution traces T1 = θ 10 → θ 11 → · · · → θ 1i → · · · →
θ 1n and T2 = θ 20 → θ 21 → · · · → θ 2j → · · · → θ 2m , the two execution traces T1 and T2 are equivalent, denoted as
T1 = T2, if n =m ∧ (∀i, j : i = j =⇒ θ 1i = θ 2j ), where θ1(s1,ν1(V )) = θ2(s2,ν2(V )) ≡ s1 = s2 ∧ ν1(V ) = ν2(V ).
Definition 4.3 (Model Equivalence). Given a network of basic Yakindu statechartsY = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,
Ai ,V , Γi ,∆
i
in,∆
i
out)∧1 ≤ i ≤ n} and a network of UPPAAL timed automataU = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V ,C, Ii )
∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, the two modelsY andU are equivalent if they have the equivalent execution trace under the same
initial system status, i.e., TY = TU if θ 0Y = θ 0U , where TY and TU are the execution traces of the given Yakindu
model and UPPAAL model, respectively, and θ 0Y and θ
0
U are the initial system status of the given Yakindu model
and UPPAAL model, respectively.
4.2 Proof of Execution Semantics Equivalence
Our proof strategy is: (1) prove that the transformation rules maintain one-to-one mappings of statecharts
and states (Lemma 4.4); (2) prove that the transformation rules maintain injective non-surjective mappings of
transitions and variables (Lemma 4.5); (3) prove that transformation Rules 2-7 maintain model equivalence by
proving the execution semantics of Yakindu statecharts and UPPAAL timed automata transformed by each rule
are equivalent (Lemma 4.6 to Lemma 4.11); (4) prove that Yakindu models with only one statechart are equivalent
with the corresponding transformed UPPAAL models in Theorem 4.12 using induction approach; and (5) extend
Theorem 4.12 to Yakindu models with multiple statecharts in Theorem 4.13.
For the seven transformation rules given in Section 3.2, Rule 4 and Rule 5 add auxiliary event automata and
timing trigger automata to the UPPAAL model to simulate the event occurrence and timing trigger, respectively.
According to the model equivalence definition, the auxiliary automata do not affect the model’s execution
behaviors. Unless otherwise stated, in the rest of this section when we use the term UPPAAL model, we will
ignore the auxiliary event automata and timing trigger automata.
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Lemma 4.4. Given a Yakindu model Y = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , Γi ,∆iin,∆iout) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and its
transformed UPPAAL model U = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V ,C, Ii ) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, the mappings of statecharts
and states from the Yakindu model to the UPPAAL model are bijective, i.e., the mappings from {Yi |Yi ∈ Y} and
{Si |Si ∈ Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} to {Ui |Ui ∈ U} and {Si |Si ∈ Ui ∧Ui ∈ U} are bijective, respectively.
Proof. According to Rule 1, every statechart and state in the given Yakindu model are transformed to an unique
automata and location in the transformed UPPAAL model, respectively. Hence, the mappings from {Yi |Yi ∈ Y}
and {Si |Si ∈ Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} to {Ui |Ui ∈ U} and {Si |Si ∈ Ui ∧Ui ∈ U} are injective, respectively.
Based on all transformation rules (Rules 1-7), no additional automata or locations are added into the transformed
UPPAAL model. Hence, the mappings from {Yi |Yi ∈ Y} and {Si |Si ∈ Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} to {Ui |Ui ∈ U} and
{Si |Si ∈ Ui ∧Ui ∈ U} are also surjective, respectively.
Therefore, the mappings from {Yi |Yi ∈ Y} and {Si |Si ∈ Yi ∧Yi ∈ Y} to {Ui |Ui ∈ U} and {Si |Si ∈ Ui ∧Ui ∈ U}
are bijective, respectively. □
Lemma 4.5. Given a Yakindu model Y = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , Γi ,∆iin,∆iout) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and its
transformed UPPAAL modelU = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V ,C, Ii ) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, the mappings of transitions and
variables from the Yakindu model to the UPPAAL model is injective but not surjective, respectively, i.e., the mappings
from {Ti |Ti ∈ Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} and {V |V ∈ Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} to {Ti |Ti ∈ Ui ∧Ui ∈ U} and {V |V ∈ Ui ∧Ui ∈ U} are
injective but not surjective, respectively.
Proof. According to Rule 1, every transition and variable in the given Yakindu model is transformed to an
unique edge and variable in the transformed UPPAAL model, respectively. Hence, the mappings from {Ti |Ti ∈
Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} and {V |V ∈ Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} to {Ti |Ti ∈ Ui ∧ Ui ∈ U} and {V |V ∈ Ui ∧ Ui ∈ U} are injective,
respectively.
The transformation Rule 7 adds additional edges into the transformed UPPAAL model. The transformation
Rule 5 and Rule 7 add additional variables into the transformed UPPAAL model. Hence, the mappings from
{Ti |Ti ∈ Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} and {V |V ∈ Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} to {Ti |Ti ∈ Ui ∧ Ui ∈ U} and {V |V ∈ Ui ∧ Ui ∈ U} are not
surjective, respectively.
Therefore, the mappings from {Ti |Ti ∈ Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} and {V |V ∈ Yi ∧ Yi ∈ Y} to {Ti |Ti ∈ Ui ∧Ui ∈ U} and
{V |V ∈ Ui ∧Ui ∈ U} are injective but not surjective, respectively. □
Lemma 4.6. Given a basic Yakindu statechart Y = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V , Γ,∆in,∆out) and its transformed UPPAAL
timed automatonU = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V ,C, I ) by applying transformation Rule 2, the statechartY and timed automaton
U are equivalent.
Proof. We assume that each state in the given Yakindu statechartY only has one outgoing transition guarded by
true. The other two cases with non-true guards and multiple outgoing transitions will be proven in Lemmas 4.7-
4.9 and Lemma 4.10, respectively.
With the above assumptions, the semantics transition of the given Yakindu statechart Y , i.e., formula (1), is
simplified by substituting guards with true and omitting transition priority constraints as
(s,ν (V )) true,<aout;atran;ain>−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (s ′,ν (V )[< aout;atran;ain >])
if ∃(s, ture,atran, s ′) ∈ T : ν (V ) |= ture.
(9)
According to Lemma 4.4, the given Yakindu statechart Y has a unique transformed UPPAAL timed automaton
U . The semantics transition of the transformed UPPAAL timed automaton U , i.e., formula (5), is simplified by
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applying transformation Rule 2 and omitting clock constraints as
(s,ν (V )) ture,au−−−−−→ (s ′,ν (V )[au])
if ∃(s, ture,au, s ′) ∈ T : ν (V ) |= ture,
(10)
where au =< sinty (aout); ty(a); soutty (ain) >.
Based on Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, every state, transition, and variable in Y have an unique corresponding
location, edge, and variable in U . According to the transformation Rule 2 and the assumptions, the actions
< aout;atran;ain > and < sinty (aout); ty(a); soutty (ain) > are equivalent. Hence, according to Rule 2, the semantics
transitions of Y andU , i.e., formula (9) and formula (10), are equivalent. Therefore, Y andU have the equivalent
execution traces under the same initial system statuses, which means Y andU are equivalent. □
Lemma 4.7. Given a basic Yakindu statechart Y = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V , Γ,∆in,∆out) and its transformed UPPAAL
timed automatonU = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V ,C, I ) by applying transformation Rule 3, the statechartY and timed automaton
U are equivalent.
Proof. We assume that each state in the given Yakindu statechart Y only has one outgoing transition, all
transition guards do not contain events nor timing triggers, and all states and transitions in Y do not contain
actions. The case with actions have been proven in Lemma 4.6. The other three cases with events, timing triggers,
and multiple outgoing transitions will be proven in Lemma 4.8, Lemma 4.9, and Lemma 4.10, respectively.
With the above assumptions, the semantics transition of the given Yakindu statechart Y , i.e., formula (1), is
simplified by omitting actions and transition priority constraints as
(s,ν (V )) д−→ (s ′,ν (V )) if ∃(s,д, s ′) ∈ T : ν (V ) |= д. (11)
According to Lemma 4.4, the given Yakindu statechart Y has a unique transformed UPPAAL timed automaton
U . The semantics transition of the transformed UPPAAL timed automaton U , i.e., formula (5), is simplified by
omitting actions and clock constraints as
(s,ν (V )) д−→ (s ′,ν (V )) if ∃(s,д, s ′) ∈ T : ν (V ) |= д. (12)
Based on Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, every state, transition, and variable in Y have an unique corresponding
location, edge, and variable in U . The semantics transitions of Y andU , i.e., formula (11) and formula (12), are
equivalent. Therefore, Y andU have the equivalent execution traces under the same initial system statuses, which
means Y andU are equivalent. □
Lemma 4.8. Given a basic Yakindu statechart Y = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V , Γ,∆in,∆out) and its transformed UPPAAL
timed automatonU = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V ,C, I ) by applying transformation Rule 4, the statechartY and timed automaton
U are equivalent.
Proof. We assume that each state in the given Yakindu statechart Y only has one outgoing transition, the
guard of every transition is an event ϵ , and all states and transitions in Y do not contain actions. The cases with
actions and regular guards have been proven in Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7, respectively. The other cases with
timing triggers and multiple outgoing transitions will be proven in Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.10, respectively.
With the above assumptions, the semantics transition of the given Yakindu statechart Y , i.e., formula (1), is
simplified by substituting guards with ϵ and omitting actions and transition priority constraints as
(s,ν (V )) ϵ−→ (s ′,ν (V )) if ∃(s, ϵ, s ′) ∈ T : ν (V ) |= ϵ . (13)
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According to Lemma 4.4, the given Yakindu statechart Y has a unique transformed UPPAAL timed automaton
U . The semantics transition with channel synchronizations of the transformed UPPAAL timed automaton U , i.e.,
formula (8), is simplified by applying Rule 4 and omitting actions and clock constraints as
(s,ν (V )) ϵ−→ (s[s ′i/si , s
′
j/sj ],ν (V ))
if ∃(si , ϵ?, s ′i ) ∈ Ti ∧ (sj , ϵ!, s ′j ) ∈ Tj : ν (V ) |= ϵ .
(14)
In formula (14), si and Ti denote the location and the edge set of the transformed UPPAAL timed automaton; sj
and Tj denote the location and the edge set of the auxiliary event automaton.
Based on Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, every state, transition, and variable in Y have an unique corresponding
location, edge, and variable inU . According to semantics transitions ofY andU , i.e., formula (13) and formula (14),
if the event ϵ is triggered, Y and U have the equivalent execution traces under the same initial system statuses;
otherwise, both Y and U stay in their current state. Therefore, the statechart Y and timed automaton U are
equivalent. □
Lemma 4.9. Given a basic Yakindu statechart Y = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V , Γ,∆in,∆out) and its transformed UPPAAL
timed automatonU = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V ,C, I ) by applying transformation Rule 5, the statechartY and timed automaton
U are equivalent.
Proof. We assume that each state in the given Yakindu statechart Y only has one outgoing transition, the
guard of every transition is a timing trigger τ , and all states and transitions in Y do not contain actions. The
cases with actions, regular guards, and event guards have been proven in Lemma 4.6, Lemma 4.7, and Lemma 4.8,
respectively. The other case with multiple outgoing transitions will be proven in Lemma 4.10.
With the above assumptions, the semantics transition of the given Yakindu statechart Y , i.e., formula (1), is
simplified by substituting guards with τ and omitting actions and transition priority constraints as
(s,ν (V )) τ−→ (s ′,ν (V )) if ∃(s,τ , s ′) ∈ T : ν (V ) |= τ . (15)
According to Lemma 4.4, the given Yakindu statechart Y has a unique transformed UPPAAL timed automaton
U . The semantics transition with channel synchronizations of the transformed UPPAAL timed automaton U , i.e.,
formula (8), is simplified by applying Rule 5 and omitting actions and clock constraints as
(s,ν (V )) τ−→ (s[s ′i/si , s
′
j/sj ],ν (V ))
if ∃(si ,vτ ?, s ′i ) ∈ Ti ∧ (sj ,vτ !, s ′j ) ∈ Tj : ν (V ) |= τ .
(16)
According to Rule 5, all clock constraints are implemented in the auxiliary timing trigger automaton. The
transformed timed automatonU only synchronizes with the auxiliary timing trigger automaton through channel
vτ . As we focus on the execution behavior of the transformed timed automatonU , hence the semantics transition
of U , i.e., formula (16), can be simplified by omitting clock constraints. In formula (16), si and Ti denote the
location and the edge set of the transformed UPPAAL timed automaton; sj and Tj denote the location and the
edge set of the auxiliary timing trigger automaton.
Based on Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, every state, transition, and variable in Y have an unique corresponding
location, edge, and variable inU . According to semantics transition of Y andU , i.e., formula (15) and formula (16),
if the timing trigger τ is enabled, Y and U have the equivalent execution traces under the same initial system
statuses; otherwise, both Y andU stay in their current state. Therefore, the statechart Y and timed automatonU
are equivalent. □
Lemma 4.10. Given a basic Yakindu statechart Y = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V , Γ,∆in,∆out) and its transformed UPPAAL
timed automatonU = (S, s0,T ,G,A,V ,C, I ) by applying transformation Rule 6, the statechartY and timed automaton
U are equivalent.
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Proof. We assume that all states and transitions in Y do not contain actions. The case with actions has been
proven in Lemma 4.6.
With the above assumptions, the semantics transition of the given Yakindu statechart Y , i.e., formula (1), is
simplified by omitting actions as
(s,ν (V )) д,γ−−→ (s ′,ν (V ))
if ∃(s,д,γ , s ′) ∈ T : (ν (V ) |= д) ∧ Φ(s, s ′,γ ,ν (V )), (17)
where Φ(s, s ′,γ ,ν (V )) ≡ ∀(s,д′, ∗,γ ′, ∗) ∈ T : ν (V ) |= д′ ∧ γ ≤ γ ′.
According to Lemma 4.4, the given Yakindu statechart Y has a unique transformed UPPAAL timed automaton
U . The semantics transition of the transformed UPPAAL timed automaton U , i.e., formula (5), is simplified by
applying Rule 6 and omitting actions and clock constraints as
(s,ν (V )) д
∧¬д′−−−−−→ (s ′,ν (V ))
if ∃(s,д
∧
¬д′, s ′) ∈ T : ν (V ) |= д
∧
¬д′,
(18)
where д′ is the guard of transition in {t |t ∈ (s,д′, ∗,γ ′, ∗) ∧ γ > γ ′}.
Based on Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, every state, transition, and variable in Y have an unique corresponding
location, edge, and variable in U . In formula (18), the guard д′ satisfies ∀(s,д′, ∗,γ ′, ∗) ∈ T : γ > γ ′. Hence,
¬д′ satisfies ∀(s,д′, ∗,γ ′, ∗) ∈ T : γ ≤ γ ′, which can be implied by Φ(s, s ′,γ ,ν (V )) in formula (17). Therefore, Y
and U have the equivalent execution traces under the same initial system statuses, which means Y and U are
equivalent. □
Lemma 4.11. Given a Yakindu statechart modelY = {(Yi , ρi )|Yi = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V , Γi ,∆iin,∆iout)∧ρi = i∧1 ≤
i ≤ n} and its transformed UPPAAL timed automata modelU = {Ui |Ui = (Si , s0i ,Ti ,Gi ,Ai ,V ,C, Ii ) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
by applying transformation Rule 7, the statechart model Y and timed automaton modelU are equivalent.
Proof. We assume that each state in the given Yakindu statechart Y only has one outgoing transition and all
states and transitions in Y do not contain actions. The cases with actions and multiple outgoing transitions have
been proven in Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.10, respectively.
With the above assumptions, the semantics transition of the given Yakindu statechart Y , i.e., formula (3), is
simplified by omitting actions and transition priority constraints as
(s,ν (V )) д,ρi−−−→ (s[s ′i/si ],ν (V )[Inc(α)])
if ρi == α ∧ ∃(si ,д, s ′i ) ∈ Ti : ν (V ) |= д.
(19)
According to Lemma 4.4, the given Yakindu statechart Y has a unique transformed UPPAAL timed automaton
U . The semantics transition of the transformed UPPAAL timed automaton U , i.e., formula (7), is simplified by
applying Rule 7 and omitting actions and clock constraints as
(s,ν (V )) д && (α==ρi )−−−−−−−−−−→ (s[s ′i/si ],ν (V )[Inc(α)])
if ∃(si ,д && (α == ρi ), s ′i ) ∈ Ti : ν (V ) |= д && α == ρi
(20)
Based on Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, every state, transition, and variable in Y have an unique corresponding
location, edge, and variable in U . The semantics transitions of Y andU, i.e., formula (19) and formula (20), are
equivalent. Therefore, Y and U have the equivalent execution traces under the same initial system statuses,
which means Y andU are equivalent. □
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Theorem 4.12. Given a basic Yakindu statechartY and its transformed UPPAAL timed automatonU , the statechart
Y and timed automatonU are equivalent.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the number N of iterations the rule is applied.
Base Case: When N = 1, prove that the transformation maintains the execution semantics equivalence. To
transform the given Yakindu statechart Y , Rules 1-6 can be applied. We have proven that Rule 1 maintains
elements’ one-to-one mapping through Lemma 4.4 and Rules 2-6 maintain model equivalence through Lemma 4.6
to Lemma 4.10. Hence, the statement holds for the base case.
Induction Step: Assume the statement is true when N = k and prove that it also holds when N = k + 1.
According to the transformation rules, each rule does not interfere the execution semantics of other rules. The
base case has proven each transformation rule maintains the execution equivalence. Therefore, if the statement
holds when N = k , then it is also true when N = k + 1. □
Theorem 4.13. Given a Yakindu statechart model Y and its transformed UPPAAL timed automata modelU, the
statechart model Y and timed automata modelU are equivalent.
Proof. If the given Yakindu model Y only contains one statechart, the statement holds as proven in The-
orem 4.12. If Y contains multiple statecharts, we prove the theorem with similar induction approach as the
proof of Theorem 4.12. Compared with Theorem 4.12, the only difference is that the transformation of multiple
statecharts needs to apply Rule 7 which has been proven in Lemma 4.11. Therefore, Y andU are equivalent. □
5 SIMPLIFIED CARDIAC ARREST TREATMENT CASE STUDY
5.1 Simplified Cardiac Arrest Treatment Scenario
Cardiac arrest is the abrupt loss of heart function and can lead to death within minutes. In a simplified cardiac
arrest treatment scenario [31], medical staff intend to activate a defibrillator to deliver a therapeutic level of
electrical shock that can correct certain types of deadly irregular heart-beats such as ventricular fibrillation. The
medical staff need to check two preconditions: (1) patient’s airway and breathing are under control and (2) the
electrocardiogram (ECG) monitor shows a shockable rhythm. Suppose the patient’s airway is open and breathing
is under control, but the ECG monitor shows a non-shockable rhythm. In order to induce a shockable rhythm, a
drug, called epinephrine (EPI), is commonly given to increase cardiac output. Giving epinephrine, however, also
has two preconditions: (1) patient’s blood pH value should be larger than 7.4 and (2) urine flow rate should be
greater than 12 mL/s. In order to correct these two preconditions, sodium bicarbonate should be given to raise
blood pH value, and intravenous (IV) fluid should be increased to improve urine flow rate.
The simplified cardiac arrest treatment scenario has two safety properties: (1) P1: the defibrillator is activated
only if the ECG rhythm is shockable and breathing is normal; and (2) P2: the epinephrine is injected only if the
blood pH value is larger than 7.4 and urine flow rate is higher than 12 mL/s.
5.2 Model Validation and Verification
Wu et al. developed a validation protocol to enforce the correct execution sequence of performing treatment,
regarding preconditions validation, side effects monitoring, and expected responses checking based on the
pathophysiological models [31]. We use Yakindu statecharts [15] to model the simplified cardiac arrest treatment
procedure with the validation protocol [31], as depicted in Fig. 12. The statechart model consists of six state-
charts: Treatment, Ventilator, EPIpump, SodiumBicarbonatePump, IVpump, and LasixPump. The statecharts
communicate using events and shared variables. The Treatment statechart implements the simplified cardiac
arrest treatment procedure. The other statecharts implement treatment actions, such as medicine injection.
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Fig. 12. Simplified Cardiac Arrest Treatment Statechart Model
We use the Y2U2 tool to transform the simplified cardiac arrest treatment statechart model given in Fig. 12
to timed automata to formally verify safety properties P1 and P2. The transformed simplified cardiac arrest
treatment timed automata model is depicted in Fig. 13.
The safety properties P1 and P2 are specified by CTL (computation tree logic) formula (21) and formula (22),
respectively.
A[ ] Treatment.ActivateDefibrillaotr imply
Breath == 0 && Rhythm == 0 (21)
A[ ] Treatment.InjectEPI imply
(BloodPHint > 7 | | (BloodPHint == 7) &&
BloodPHfrac > 4) && (UrineFlowint > 12 | |
(UrineFlowint == 12 && UrineFlowfrac > 0))
(22)
Note that UPPAAL timed automata do not support real numbers and strings. For a string, we represent it by
an integer variable with a dictionary which maps integer values to string values. For instance, in formula (21),
Breath == 0 and Rhythm == 0 indicate the patient breathing is normal and the ECG rhythm is shockable,
respectively. To represent a real number in UPPAAL timed automata, we use two integers to represent its integer
part and fraction part, respectively. For example, in formula (22), BloodPHint and BloodPHfrac represent the
integer and fraction parts of the patient’s blood pH value, respectively.
2The Y2U tool is available in www.cs.iit.edu/~code/software/Y2U.
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Fig. 13. Simplified Cardiac Arrest Treatment Timed Automata Model
We first run simulations on the simplified cardiac arrest treatment statecharts through Yakindu to validate
safety properties P1 and P2. The simulation results through Yakindu show that both safety properties P1 and P2
are satisfied. We then verify the two safety properties represented by formula (21) and formula (22) in UPPAAL.
The verification results also show that both P1 and P2 hold.
To validate the proposed approach, we inject an error into the simplified cardiac arrest treatment statechart
model shown in Fig. 12 as follows: change the guard of transition, which transits from state InjectEPIPre to
state InjectEPI, from BloodPH > 7.4 && UrineFlow > 12 to BloodPH > 7.4 && UrineFlow > 10. The injected
error should fail the safety property P2. We re-transform the statechart model with the injected error to timed
automata and verify the safety properties P1 and P2 through UPPAAL. The verification results show that the
safety property P1 still holds, while the safety property P2 fails.
6 RELATED WORK
Medical best practice guidelines play an important role in today’s medical care. There exist many efforts to
develop various computer-interpretable models and tools for the management of guidelines, such as GLIF [26],
Asbru [3], EON [29], GLARE [28], and PROforma [8], which are mainly aimed to provide guided support to doctors.
The exist medical guideline modeling approaches can improve effectiveness of clinical validation. However for
safety-critical medical guideline systems, validation by medical staff alone is not adequate for guaranteeing safety,
formal verifications are needed. The formal model based approaches [5, 7, 20] are appealing because they provide
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a unified basis for formal analysis to achieve the expected level of safety guarantees. Unfortunately, most existing
medical guideline models, such as Asbru [3] and GLARE [28], do not provide formal verification capability. A
common approach is to transform an existing medical guideline model to a formal model to verify the safety
properties, such as transforming Asbru model to KIV model [14] and transforming GLARE model to PROMELA
model [10].
To bridge the gap between state-oriented models and formal verification, efforts are also made from research
community to transform state-oriented modeling specifications/languages, such as UML (unified modeling
language) statecharts [22, 33], hierarchical timed automata (HTA) [6], discrete event system specification for real-
time (RT-DEVS) [9], parallel object-oriented specification language (POOSL) [32], and Stateflow models [17, 18] to
UPPAAL timed automata. On the other hand, Pajic et al. developed a tool to transform UPPAAL timed automata
to Stateflow models for implementation issues [24, 25].
Yakindu statecharts are similar to UML statecharts, but have major semantic differences [16]. For example, the
execution semantics of Yakindu statecharts is cycle driven, while UML statecharts are event driven. Therefore,
existing tools cannot be directly applied to transform Yakindu statecharts to UPPAAL timed automata. Moreover,
most existing work do not provide formal definitions for transformation nor formally prove the correctness of
transformation. The work presented in this paper overcomes the limitations rendered by statecharts, provide
formalized transformation rules, and prove that the transformation rules maintain model equivalence.
7 CONCLUSION
The existing medical best practice guidelines in hospital handbooks are often lengthy and difficult for medical
staff to remember and apply clinically. Our previous work [13] designed and implemented a framework to support
developing verifiably safe medical guideline models. The framework models medical guidelines with statecharts
and transform statecharts to timed automata to formally verify safety properties. However, some components in
the framework do not have formal definitions, which will result in unavoidable ambiguity. The paper presents the
formalism of the framework in four folds: (1) define the formal execution semantics of Yakindu statecharts; (2)
formalize the transformation rules from statecharts to timed automata; (3) give the formal definition of execution
semantics equivalence between statecharts and transformed timed automata; and (4) formally prove that the
transformation rules maintain the execution semantic equivalence between statecharts and transformed timed
automata. We take Yakindu and UPPAAL as examples to implement the framework. The methodology can be
applied to other modeling languages/tools and other safety-critical domains.
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